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U.S. Officials Demand Al Jazeera Register as Propaganda ‘Agent’

By Peter Van Buren, March 28, 2018

A bipartisan group of lawmakers has called for Attorney General Jeff Sessions to investigate
whether Al Jazeera, the news outlet connected to the Qatari government, should register
with the Justice Department as an agent under the Foreign Agents Registration Act (FARA).
This will have broad implications for the First Amendment, our access to dissenting opinions,
and even how the rest of the world views us.

Bolton’s Past Advocacy for Israel at US Expense Heralds Dangerous New Era in Geopolitics

By Whitney Webb, March 28, 2018
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Notorious war hawk John Bolton –  who has long been vying for  a position in Trump’s
administration – has been especially eager to work with a president with minimal foreign
policy knowledge or experience, allowing him maximum effect in achieving his policy goals.

Caught on Camera: Israel Targets Civilians with a Chemical Weapon Drone

By Zero Hedge, March 28, 2018

The short  video  clip  published  by  Al-Mayadeen shows a  weaponized  unmanned aerial
vehicle  (UAV)  targeting  demonstrations  in  the  southern  Gaza  Strip,  controlled  by  the
Palestinian militant group Hamas.

Old Pretexts for Mass-Murderous Aggression: A New War Against Russia in Ukraine Unfolding
Before Our Eyes?

By Prof. John McMurtry, March 28, 2018

This time the big-lie pretext is about the alleged poisoning by the Kremlin/Putin of a double-
agent traitor, usually a stock move in the espionage entertainments. Yet here there is no
confirmed  evidence  whatever  of  the  claimed  origin  of  the  lethal  nerve-agent,  but  rather
expert denial within British defence and weapons research itself that is silence in the press,
with devious political word games crafted to get around the absence of any corroborated
facts in the familiar denunciations of Russia full of team aggression and hate.

Syrians Defy Fabricated War Propaganda Narratives

By Mark Taliano, March 28, 2018

The purpose of these terror groups has always been to destroy and erase Syria.  Syria is a
secular,  pluralist,  democratic,  socially-uplifting country, and this is the identity that the
terrorists have been destroying.

Theresa May Playing a Reckless Game of Nuclear Roulette

By Colin Todhunter, March 28, 2018

In April 2017, Russian President Vladimir Putin was told by the UK ambassador to the United
Nations, Matthew Rycroft, that he is on the “wrong side of history” because of his support
for Syria’s Bashar Assad. Rycroft added that supporting Assad would result in “shame” and
“humiliation” for Russia. He said the UN Security Council had been “held to ransom by
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Russia’s shameless support for the Assad regime” and added that Russia’s credibility and
reputation across the world would be poisoned by its toxic association with Assad.
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